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Though vague, eccentric but dare to conquer all
Has might to shape the shapeless all the way
All magic, it creates with its crystal beams
Can offer wings to lofty dreams and ideals
A flight to our passions and emotions, always
Instrumental to cut our hearty commotions

What man did, achieved, routed through it
Given dimensions to worldly life altogether
Source- power to rejuvenate, all what is slackened
Though doubted but probed and appreciated equally
Gearing up all human aspirations since ages
Sole driving force behind all, that history now!

It’s the only pull behind all toil & trials
Drifts and amasses all concentrated ‘wills’
It’s power, gateway to all our upright passions
Perennial rivulet of ‘derives’ for noble deeds
To acquire all what could ‘feel and heal’ marginals
Sensitise us towards all oddities of human affairs

Cause of all beauty and bounce in human heart
Prompt us to wrestle to materialise nobilities
Nerve of life with all delicacy of sublimities
Takes into the realm of wonder & mystery
Imaginations are immortal, speak our heart
Gives way to human vision and vigour